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ABSTRACT

In this paper we shed new light on the fundamental gap
between graph-based models used by protocol designers
and fading channel models used by communication theo-
rists in wireless networks. We experimentally demonstrate
that graph-based models capture real-world phenomena in-
adequately. Consequentially, we advocate studying models
beyond graphs even for protocol-design. In the main part of
the paper we present an archetypal multi-hop situation. We
show that the theoretical limits of any protocol which obeys
the laws of graph-based models can be broken by a protocol
explicitly defined for the physical model. Finally, we discuss
possible applications, from data gathering to media access
control.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless multi-hop networks such as sensor, ad hoc, or
mesh networks are often modeled by means of graphs.
In the most general model, two graphs are given: A con-
nectivity graphGc = (V,Ec) and an interference graph
Gi = (V,Ei). Both graphs are based on the set of de-
vicesV. A receiverv successfully decodes a message
from a senderu, if and only if u andv are neighbors in
the connectivity graph,(u,v) ∈ Ec, andv does not have a
concurrently transmitting neighbor node in the interfer-
ence graphGi . Protocol designers often consider special
cases of this general model. For example, it is some-
times assumed thatGi = Gc, or thatGi is Gc augmented
with all edges between2-hop neighbors inGc.1 In graph-
based models, a protocol designer has to take care that
no neighbor of inGi is transmitting simultaneously to a
neighbor inGc, or at least, that this happens rarely.

Graph-based models have been particularly popular
with higher-layer protocol designers, as they abstract
away real-world complications. On the other hand, the
concept of anedgeis oversimplifying starkly, as it is a
binary representation for continuous (non-binary!) phys-
icals laws. In fact, nodes barely outside the interference
range of a receiverv (that is, a node not connected by an

1Alternatively, it is sometimes assumed that these graphs are the
result of a geometric setting. In particular the nodes are points in the
Euclidean plane. Two nodes are neighbors inGc if their Euclidean
distance is at most 1. Two nodes are neighbors inGi if their Euclidean
distance is at mostr, for some parameterr ≥ 1. This model is widely
known as theunit disk graphmodel with interference.

edge withv in Gi) might still cause enough cumulated
interference such that receiverv is not able to decode a
message from a legitimate neighboring sender inGc.

Communication theorists on the other hand often do
not employ graph-based models. Instead they are study-
ing an arsenal of fading channel models, the simplest
being the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
model. In the SINR model, the energy of a signal fades
with the distance to the power of the path-loss parameter
α. If the signal strength received by a device divided by
the interfering strength of competitor transmitters (plus
the noise) is above some thresholdβ , the receiver can
decode the message, otherwise it cannot. This simple
SINR model is unrealistic as well, mostly because it is in-
herently geometric: In reality antennas are not perfectly
isotropic, and even more importantly the environment is
obstructed by walls or plants. Although these issues can
be integrated into the basic SINR model, these “SINR+”
models are predisposed to get complicated – essentially
intractable from the point of view of a protocol designer.
Graph-based models on the other hand automatically in-
corporate both imperfect (or even directional) antennas
and terrains with obstructions. It seems that a majority
of classes, books, or tutorials therefore prefers to teach
higher-layer concepts in wireless multi-hop networking
in terms of graphs, not in terms of SINR.

Even though SINR models allow for exciting scal-
ing law studies (e.g. the theoretical capacity of wireless
multi-hop networks), they are often too complicated to
comprehend a protocol, let alone analytically prove cor-
rectness and/or efficiency of a protocol.

We believe that bridging the gap between protocol de-
signers and communication theorists is a fundamental
challenge of the coming years, a hot topic for the wireless
multi-hop community with implications for both theory
and practice. In particular, in this paper, we advocate
studying models beyond graphs, especially forprotocol-
design. After some introductory back-of-the-envelope
calculations in Section 2, Section 3 presents experimen-
tal results that show that even vanilla sensor radios with
restricted hardware can achieve communication patterns
which are impossible in graph-based models. In Sec-
tion 4 we head beyond these straight-forward examples
and fantasize about the applications of the experimental
findings; in particular we present an archetypal multi-hop
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situation where we propose routing/transport schemes
which may break the theoretical throughput limits of any
protocol which obeys the laws of a graph-based model.
Sections 5 and 6 then discuss related work and future
directions, respectively. Note that our examples are pre-
liminary in the sense that they are geared towards illus-
trating basic concepts and highlighting the fundamental
problems of graph-based modeling, rather than towards
maximizing the achievable throughput.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

Consider a network of n devicesx1, x2, . . . , xn. A mes-
sage from a transmitterxs can be correctly decoded by
a receiverxr if and only if Pr

Ir+N ≥ β for a hardware-
dependant ratioβ . In this equation,Pr is the signal
strength of the message at the receiver,Ir is the sum of
all interferences atxr , andN is the ambient noise.

In thephysical modelof signal propagation [8] the sig-
nal strengthPr is modeled as a polynomially decreasing
function depending of the distanced(xs,xr) between the
sender and the receiver. More precisely, it is assumed
that Pr = 1

d(xs,xr )α whereα is called thepath-loss expo-
nent, a constant dependent on the medium, typically be-
tween 2 and 6.

x1 x2 x3 x4

1m 1m 1m

Figure 1: Four nodes placed equidistantly in a line.

Consider the simple “hidden-terminal” network with 4
nodes illustrated in Figure 1.2 Nodesx1 andx3 want to
send a message to the corresponding receiversx2 andx4,
respectively. A graph-based communication model im-
plies that at leasttwo time slots are required. Otherwise,
the two messages would collide atx2.

In the physical SINR model, however, the two mes-
sages can be easily sent in parallel. For a simple cal-
culation, assumeα = 3, β = 3, and background noise
N = 10nW. Those values are realistic, even pessimistic,
in sensor networks [12] as well as other forms of wire-
less networks. Letβxi (x j) be the SINR ratio at a node
xi in which the signal power from nodex j is considered
“signal” and the signal power of all other simultaneously
transmitting nodes is considered interference. That is, a
nodexi successfully receives a message fromx j if and
only if βxi (x j)≥ β .

If x1 andx3 send with powerPx1 = 0 dBm andPx3 =
−7dBm, respectively, we get the following SINR values:

βx2(x1) = 1000 µW/(1 m)3

0.01 µW+(200 µW/(1 m)3) ≈ 5.00 andβx4(x3) =

2Depending on the specific application scenario, all four nodes may
be sensors in a wireless sensor network or stations in a wireless mesh
network. Alternatively, nodesx2 andx4 may be base stations andx1
andx3 may be clients in a Wireless LAN.

x1 x3 x4

4m 1m

x2

2m

Figure 2: A more elaborate example with four nodes.

200 µW/(1 m)3

0.01 µW+(1000 µW/(3m)3) ≈ 5.40. Consequently, both re-
ceivers can correctly decode their corresponding mes-
sage without any problems.

Now we consider a more elaborate example by rear-
ranging the two sender-receiver pairs (x1, x2) and (x3, x4)
in a way that one pair is placed in the transmission line
of the other. This setup is shown in Figure 2. As before,
the question is whether it is really necessary to schedule
the two messages in succession or if they can be sent in
the same time slot without colliding at any of the two
receivers. Clearly, any graph-based approach trying to
send the two messages in parallel will fail because, intu-
itively, the medium betweenx3 andx4 can only be used
once per time slot.

In the SINR model, however, both messages can
easily be transmitted simultaneously, thereby dou-
bling the achieved throughput. Whenx1 sends
with Px1 = 1 dBm and x3 with Px3 = −15 dBm,
we get the signal-to-noise and interference ratios of

βx2(x1) = 1.26 mW/(7 m)3

0.01 µW+(31.6 µW/(3 m)3) ≈ 3.11 andβx4(x3) =
31.6 µW/(1 m)3

0.01 µW+(1.26 mW/(5m)3) ≈ 3.13. That is, the SINR ratios
are such that nodex4 can perfectly decodex3’s message,
and at the same time,x2 successfully receivesx1’s mes-
sage. There is no collision.

3 PROMISING EXPERIMENTS

After these theoretical considerations, this section shows
that the effects described above are not only theoretical
shenanigan, but can be verified with widely used stan-
dard sensor nodes. We decided to employ the mica2 sen-
sor nodes running with TinyOS. They are equipped with
a ChipCon CC1000 radio transceiver configured to send
at a frequency of868MHz.

3.1 Two Pairs of Nodes

We created a testbed with two sendersx1 andx3 and two
corresponding receiversx2 and x4 positioned on a line
similar to the setup shown in Figure 2. The distances
between the nodes were scaled down to100cm, 30 cm,
and60 cm. The sender tries to transmit20000messages
in succession to the corresponding receiver which counts
the number of messages received.

For the success of this experiment, it was crucial that
the MAC layer allows parallel transmission of multi-
ple messages. Consequently, we adjusted the collision-
preventing MAC layer delivered with TinyOS: Before
sending a message, no check is performed if the medium
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is free. Additionally, the initial random backoff before
sending a message was removed. The output powers
were fixed to0 dBm for x1 and−10 dBm for x3. We
refer to this adjusted protocol as “SINR-MAC”.

Before presenting the measurement results, we calcu-
late a theoretical lower bound for the time required to
transmit the20000messages when assuming a graph-
based communication model. A single packet contain-
ing 6 bytes of payload requires transmitting 23 bytes due
to preamble, header, etc. The sensor sends with a data
rate of 2.4 kBps and switching from RX to TX mode
and back to RX mode requires about0.5 ms, accord-
ing to the CC1000 data sheet.3 Summed up, at least
(23 bytes/2.4 kBps+ 0.5 ms) ∗40000packets) ≈ 403s
are required when assuming a graph-based model. Note
that this lower bound is very conservative, ignoring any
software overheads.

We obtained a value of603s for x1 and 591s for x3

using the standard TinyOS MAC layer protocol.4 In
contrast, the “SINR-MAC” only required267s (x1) and
268s (x3), respectively. This performance gain did not
have negative effects on the reliability: With the stan-
dard MAC layer,x2 received19998messages andx4 re-
ceived18852messages. The corresponding values using
the “SINR-MAC” are18668for x2 and19916for x4.

These results show that the examples analyzed in the
previous section can be implemented in practice. On
the one hand, the time used by the default MAC layer
protocol exceeds the calculated lower bound by almost
50%. On the other hand, the “SINR-MAC” exploit-
ing the interference phenomena of the SINR model per-
forms significantly better than this limit. This highlights
the inherent inability of graph-based models to repre-
sent important physical aspects that govern real sensor
network. More importantly, however, this experiment
shows that a protocol that is specifically tailored to the
SINR model—in this case the adjusted “SINR-MAC”
layer protocol—can outperform conventional, implicitly
graph-based protocols by a factor of 2 or more.

3.2 Multiple Pairs of Nodes

Delighted by the results of the experiment above, the
question arises if standard sensor nodes allow to use the
medium threefoldly. The setup was analogous to the
previous measurement with an additional sender and re-
ceiver pair, as shown in Figure 3. The output power of
the senders was set to0 dBm (x1), −10 dBm (x3), and
−20dBm (x5).

The distances between the nodes were found by trial
and error. During the search for promising distances,

3ChipCon AS, SmartRF CC1000 Datasheet (rev. 2.2),http://
www.chipcon.com/files/CC1000 Data Sheet 2 2.pdf

4All presented results are from one single run; however, we repeated
all tests, and obtained similar results.

v1 v3 v5

270cm 120cm

v6

10cm

v2v4

90cm 200cm

Figure 3: Three interleaved sender-receiver pairs.

we noticed that this setup is less failure tolerant than the
first experiment with only two sender and receiver pairs:
While moving a node a few centimeters to the left or to
the right did not produce significant changes in the re-
sults, bigger changes led to complete failure of a receiver,
i.e. it did no longer receive any messages destined for it.
The reason is that in this experiment, each sender now
has two competitors, whose interferences cumulate and
reduce the region with sufficient SINR.

In this experiment, the same parameters as in the ex-
periment above were measured, i.e. the time required by
the three senders to completely send all20000messages
and the number of successfully decoded messages.

Time required
standard MAC “SINR-MAC”

Nodex1 721s 267s
Nodex3 778s 268s
Nodex5 780s 270s

The number of successfully received messages atx2,
x4, andx6 using the standard MAC protocol was 19999,
18784, and 16519, respectively. For the “SINR-MAC”,
the corresponding values were 19773, 18488, and 19498.

These measurements further emphasize the inability of
graph-based approaches to model real sensor networks.
The time required to send the20000messages is invari-
ant even with three nodes sending messages while the
standard MAC layer—as graph-based calculations would
suggest—requires almost three times longer. Addition-
ally, the number of collisions increased for the default
MAC layer protocol resulting in a packet loss rate of
7.83% while the adjusted MAC layer shows a more or
less invariant rate compared to the previous results.

Building systems with four or more senders transmit-
ting messages in parallel becomes more and more im-
practical. On one side, this is because each additional
sender increases the interference at the other senders. On
the other side, the radio module only supports a limited
interval of output powers. Our experiments have shown
that four senders placed in a line are possible under per-
fect conditions. However, such systems tend to be very
failure-prone in real environments. But different hard-
ware platforms may produce different results.

4 APPLICATIONS & C HALLENGES

In the previous sections, we have seen how graph-based
models inherently fail in capturing certain important
physical phenomena. The fact that graph-based models
do not properly describe all aspects of physical reality
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is of course neither new nor surprising (see for instance
[2, 7, 10]). The more interesting question is whether the
resulting inconsistencies are small enough to be justified
by the gained simplicity of the model. Moreover, it is
important to ask whether physical phenomena that can-
not be modeled as graphs can be exploited for designing
(and analytically proving!) algorithms and protocols that
break the theoretical boundaries placed by graph-based
models. In other words, we raise the question whether
there are applications for wireless multi-hop networks in
which provably efficient (possibly even theoretically op-
timal) graph-based algorithms perform inherently worse
than algorithms that are designed to make use of SINR
aspects. If there were no such examples, it would serve as
a major justification for studying networks on the clean
abstraction layer of graphs. If, however, there are exam-
ples in which the performance of theoretically optimal
graph-based algorithms is surpassed by algorithms that
explicitly take SINR into account, it would highlight the
need for a more physical-level oriented design and analy-
sis of network protocols.

One important application isdata gatheringwith
high throughput requirements inheterogeneous wireless
multi-hop networks. Specifically, consider a heteroge-
neous network with potentially energy-restricted wire-
less nodes that gather data and locally distribute or for-
ward this data for aggregation, and a few designated,
more powerful nodes. Eventually, the data has to be
sent to a base station, a task which is preferably done
by the long-range nodes, instead of the regular sensor
nodes. In any graph-based model, local communica-
tion among regular nodes and long-range communication
among designated nodes must be coordinated (either in
the time or frequency space, or by using spatial multi-
plexing). As in the four-node example of Figure 2, how-
ever, long-range and short-range communication canco-
exist, that is, regular nodes can communicate with each
otherwhile long-range nodes send data to the base sta-
tion. This could result not only inhigher throughput,
but also in a significantlysmaller coordination overhead
between different regions of the networks. Other appli-
cations could include improving the capacity inwireless
mesh networksor evencellular networks.

In the remainder of this section, we want to theo-
retically study an application in which, even from an
information-theoretic point of view, the theoretical limi-
tations of graph-based models can be surpassed when ex-
plicitly using protocols designed for SINR environments.

Improving Channel-Throughput

Consider amulti-hop channelconsisting of a chain of
wireless nodes. The left-most node is the sender that
wants to send data to the right-most node, its destina-
tion. Nodes being power constrained, the messages must

be forwarded in a multi-hop fashion from source to desti-
nation. The question is, at whatrateR can data be trans-
mitted in this model, that is, how much information can
be successfully transmitted from source to destination in
a certain time-interval.

In the formal model, the chain consists ofn equidis-
tantly placed nodesx1, . . . ,xn, wherex1 and xn are the
source and destination, respectively. In the graph-based
model, themaximum transmission rangeof any node is
denoted bỳ , ` < n, i.e., a nodexi can send a message to
xi+` in the absence of any interference.

We do not consider complex wireless signal propaga-
tion models because, interestingly, it suffices to study the
basicphysical model[8] in order to highlight the differ-
ence to graph-based models. Also, all our lower bounds
hold even in very simplistic and optimistic graph models
in which the interference range equals the transmission
range, and in which time is divided into globally syn-
chronized slots. Clearly, in more realistic graph models
in which the interference range exceeds the transmission
range, and in case of asynchrony, the achievable rates
would be even worse.

We begin by showing that the naive idea to ship in-
formation fromx1 to xn achieves only a very moderate
rate. Consider the protocol in which every node trans-
mits at power̀ ′, for some1≤ `′ ≤ `. When having a
message, a nodexi sends this message toxi+`′ at the ear-
liest opportunity. It can be seen in Figure 4(a) thatx1 can
insert a message into the chain in time slot 1, but then has
to wait for 2 consecutive time slots, before injecting its
next message. The reason is that nodex`′+1 experiences
interference during these two slots. Asx1 can thus insert
a new message into the chain only once every three time
slots, the achieved rate isR= 1/3.

Observation 1. The rate achieved by the naive graph-
based protocol of Figure 4(a) isR= 1/3.

Clearly—even in graph-based models—much better
protocols can be devised when usingpower control.
Specifically, the rate can be improved by employing the
forwarding scheme shown in Figure 4(b). Intuitively, if
sending a message to its`′-hop neighbor is impossible
due to interference at the receiver, the message is for-
warded to a closer neighbor where reception is possible.
It can be shown that in this scheme, the channel allows
the injection of3 packets every7 time slots.

Observation 2. The rate achieved by the improved
graph-based protocol of Figure 4(b) isR= 3/7.

By using more complicated graph-based techniques,
this rate may be improved further. However, the follow-
ing theorem proves that even with the most sophisticated
power control scheme and scheduling approach, the rate
of 1/2 can never be surpassed by a protocol that obeys
the laws of a graph-based model.
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(a) Naive graph-based
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(b) Clever graph-based
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(c) SINR-based

Figure 4: Figure 4(a) shows a naive, graph-based approach to send data fromx1 to xn using`′ = 4. A more sophisticated method to send messages
from x1 to xn achieving a rateR= 3/7 is shown in Figure 4(b). The scheme in Figure 4(c) explicitly employs the SINR model to send messages
from x1 to xn.

Theorem 3. The maximum achievable rateR of graph-
based scheduling protocol is

R ≤ 1
2
− 1− 2`2

n

4(`+ 1
2)

.

For ` <
√

2n/2, this is strictly smaller than1/2.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary time slot. If in this time
slot a nodexi transmits a message to nodex j that ishi

hops away (j = i +hi), there cannot be any message sent
to a node in the intervalxi−hi , . . . ,xi , . . . ,xi+hi . We call
such nodesblocked, because no message can be sent to
them. Lethi be the number of hops nodexi transmits its
message in this time slot, and letbi denote the resulting
number of blocked nodes. The following relation holds
betweenhi andbi : bi = 2hi + 1 for i ≥ 2+ hi andbi ≥
hi +1 for i < 2+hi .

Notice that there can be at most one successful sender
xi with i < 2+ hi in one time slot. LetS be the set of
indices of successful senders in this time slot and let
P := ∑i∈Shi denote the amount ofprogressachieved by
all nodes in the chain. The number of blocked nodes can
be at mostn, which implies that

i′+h′+2 · ∑
i∈S\{xi′}

hi + |S\{xi′}| ≤ n, (1)

whereh′ and i′ are the hop-distance and the location of
the left-most transmission, respectively. Becausei′ ≥ 1
andh′ ≤ `, this can be rewritten as∑i∈Shi ≤ 1

2(n+ `−
S|). On the other hand, it is clear that∑i∈Shi ≤ ` · |S|
holds because every node inS can at most send over`
hops. Hence, the progressP in every time slot is bounded
by P = ∑i∈Shi ≤ min

{
1
2(n+ `−|S|), `|S|} , which is

maximized when|S| = n+`
2(`+1/2) . Plugging in this value,

the resulting progress is at most

P ≤ n
2
− n−2`2

4(`+1/2)
.

The theorem now follows because an algorithm with rate
Λ must achieve a total progress of at leasttn·Λ in t time
slots, whent → ∞. Because progress in each time slot
is bounded byP, however, the achievable rate is at most
P/n, which yields the claimed result of the theorem.

In view of this theorem, the question is whether1/2
is a fundamental barrier that cannot be surpassed byany
protocol, or whether it is imposed solely by the under-
lying graph model. As it turns out, the latter is the case
and depending on the values ofα andβ , the achievable
rate can be at least1/2. In the scheme illustrated in Fig-
ure 4(c), for instance,x1 first sends a packet to its one-
hop neighbor. In the second iteration, this packet is for-
warded one additional hop, tox3. Simultaneously —and
this is where we abandon the graph-based model—the
senderx1 transmits a second packet tox4. As shown in
Section 2, this is possible in the SINR model. Subse-
quently, these two messages are forwarded in the same
manner in every time slot: the trailing message “hops”
over the leading message, until they reach the destina-
tion. When doing the necessary calculations in the SINR
model, it can be shown that for someα andβ and ap-
propriate power levels, this scheme can reach a rate of
R= 1/2, becausex1 can inject a new packet in two time
slots out of four. In fact, it may be the case that more so-
phisticated SINR-based schemes than the one shown in
Figure 4(c) reach a rate strictly larger than1/2.

Observation 4. For certain values ofα and β , SINR-
based scheduling protocols achieve a rate ofR≥ 1/2.

Notice that in its current form, the scheduling proto-
col of Figure 4(c) is valid only for largeα and smallβ ,
and it may not be practically employable in certain set-
tings for this reason. However, it serves to illustrate the
potential gain in throughput by employing protocols and
algorithms explicitly and making use of SINR phenom-
ena. In particular, Observation 4 shows that by using
the method of consecutively “overtaking” messages, the
achievable rate can be1/2, whereas Theorem 3 proves
that no graph-based protocol can achieve such a rate.

5 RELATED WORK

The discrepancy between graph-based models and phys-
ical SINR models has been recognized by researchers
many years ago. For instance, the papers [2, 7] evaluate
the performance of graph-based scheduling protocols in
SINR environments by means of simulations and on the
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assumption that nodes are distributed uniformly in the
plane. Our work goes beyond these papers in the sense
that we suggest to actuallydesign protocolsexplicitly for
SINR-based models, thus improving currently employed
protocols. In fact, when it comes to scheduling, there al-
ready exist numerous algorithms in SINR environments,
including for instance [4–6]. The authors of [4, 5] study
the problem of finding a schedule and power control pol-
icy that minimizes the total average transmission power
in the wireless multi-hop network. While these works
provide important results, the proposed algorithms do ei-
ther not yield efficient guarantees in arbitrary networks
or are based on solutions to complex non-polynomial op-
timization problems. Computationally efficient solutions
with provable guarantees that utilize SINR effects similar
to the ones in this paper have only recently been studied
for scheduling [10] and topology control [11].

In systems research, the general idea of exploiting
“collision-but-not-failure” effects has been considered
by Whitehouse et al., which makes explicit use of the
capture effect[13]. Our work is different in that nodes
actively select their power levels appropriate for creating
desirable capture effects.

There has recently been a tremendous research effort
towards increasing throughput in wireless networks, and
some proposed strategies go beyond graph-based mod-
els [3, 9]. Biswas and Morris propose an improved
routing and MAC layer protocol to enhance throughput
in wireless networks [3]. Katti et al. propose an ar-
chitecture for wireless mesh networks that disposes of
the point-to-point abstraction of wireless channels and is
based on the idea ofnetwork coding[9]. Since neither
paper exploits SINR-effects at thephysical receptionof
messages, they abandon the graph-based model on a dif-
ferent layer than we do. That is, applying ideas from net-
work coding is completelyorthogonalto our proposal,
and hence can be applied in combination with SINR-
based methods to further improve the results.

Another direction towards improving network capac-
ity has been to use multiple or cognitive radios and al-
low communication on different frequencies, e.g. [1].
Again, these strategies are orthogonal to our work be-
cause SINR-effects can be exploited at each frequency
individually.

6 CONCLUSIONS & O UTLOOK

Sections 3 and 4 have shown that protocols explicitly
designed with SINR in mind can surpass the theoreti-
cally achievable performance of any graph-based proto-
col even in simple settings. The real challenge of course
is to take these observations one step further, both the-
oretically and practically. From atheoreticalpoint of
view, it would be interesting to further characterize the
gap between achievable rates in networks based on graph

models, the physical model, or even more realistic signal
propagation models. While there is ample work dealing
with exactly these kind of questions, we believe that there
is still a lack of fundamentalalgorithmic foundationthat
allows to transform the theoretical insights into efficient
and practical network protocols.

Even more important challenges, however, arise from
practical aspectsof our observations, i.e., turning them
into practical network protocols. It would for instance
be intriguing to study whether MAC layer protocols with
higher throughput could be devised. Also, there is a large
potential for improving the throughput of routing proto-
cols or data gathering applications by incorporating our
ideas. The ultimate challenge will be to circumventing
the inevitably arising practical difficulties in order to tap
the full potential of these technologies.
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